Inspiring young scientists with ICT- using Sap Flow Meters
Ever wondered how much water a tree uses? Ever wondered how to measure water movement through trees? Ever
wanted to wow your science class with exciting experiments using instrumentation employed by university research
professors and global climate change researchers? Now you can. ICT International are looking to partner with likeminded, dynamic school science teachers to bring science to life in the classroom and help show students how fun
science can be. Let us help you inspire the next generation of research scientists and open their eyes to the amazing
processes plants perform every day that support life on Earth!
Sap Flow Meters bring to life in a practical fashion the core curriculum of plant biology, physics, chemistry and maths.
Whilst simultaneously addressing the extended iSTEM curriculum by practically using Datalogging, Coding,
Electronics and IoT Communications. Sap Flow Meters are technology and learning in action!
Students can interact with telemetered data in real time as the tree dynamically interacts with the environment, day
and night. Who ever thought it would be possible to check the ‘vital signs’ of a tree on the other side of the world
and ‘ask’ it, how’s the weather? Whether you’re interested in (1) How much water the 15 tallest trees on the planet
use each day; (2) Monitoring the effect of Climate Change; (3) The causes of eucalypt dieback in agricultural
landscapes, or simply wish to add scientific rigor and technology to a traditional bagged leaf experiment to quantify
how much water a tree uses each day, Sap Flow Meters can do it!
Download and install the ICT Dataview/Educational Version Software login using the specially established credentials
for UNE GRASS participants and enter a world of real time sap flow data 24/7! Explore the dynamic and continuous
integrated plant response to changes in the ambient environment within which trees live and grow.

There are currently two (2) live datasets in the database to explore. You can explore preformatted datasets
that demonstrate how an Almond tree responds to a cumulative heat stress of 47°C for three successive
days under irrigation; or how a national icon (the 175 year old Morton Bay Fig Tree on the grounds of
Government House in Sydney overlooking the Sydney Opera House and Harbour Bridge) uses water
throughout the 4 seasons of the year. Then using the educational permission settings for teachers and
students, create your own analysis and or set tasks for students to explore topics such as differences in
water use efficiency between species; discover what ambient environmental conditions cause water to
flow in reverse in a tree from the leaves to the roots; and explore just how your favourite tree might
handle a 2 °C rise in global temperatures as the world warms under a changing climate.
Finally, install your own Sap Flow Meter at UNE GRASS and watch how your tree grows after you leave the
workshop by adding your tree to this online database.

Enabling better global research outcomes in soil, plant & environmental monitoring.
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